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Abstract: On the other hand, the system currently running at PT. Transvision, especially in the inventory section, in data processing errors often occur delays in goods orders due to monitoring of stock items that are still done manually with the number of items available. Even if the goods that consumers are looking for are in empty stock because the delay in stock input of goods can cause sales to decline, the goods that should be able to be sold cannot be sold. The author makes a problem limitation only on the Inventory Information System at PT. Transvision Banda Aceh using Visual BASIC.NET application, which is the purpose of writing, namely to identify and design the Inventory Information System at PT. Transvision Banda Aceh. There are two methods that the author uses to collect data, namely field studies and library studies. From the results of research and observations that have been made at PT. Transvision Banda Aceh, it can be concluded that the existence of this Inventory Information System Program Information system at PT. Transvision Banda Aceh becomes precise, and accurate, especially in the inventory section. And obtain information about the inventory of these goods becomes easier and this information system is able to solve problems that often occur at PT. Transvision Banda Aceh is difficult in controlling and supervising the inventory of goods and planning the procurement of goods. This procurement information system can avoid excess inventory and overcome the scarcity of goods which is of course highly expected by business actors so that an information system program is created in order to obtain quality information.
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1. Introduction

Along with the development of information technology in the community, it is increasingly familiar with the use of computer-based programs that function to support the performance of a company so that it can run according to the desired target [1]. One example of the use of information technology in the computer sector is the use of information system programs in the form of process input and output as well as detailed reports on the input of the program [2]. The definition of the information system program itself is a form of supporting means to recap data and can display a form of a report from the data recap complete with the date and time at the time of inputting the data [2, 3].

In a company, if you have used this method, it will help the process of company performance that has been carried out. It is enough to use a PC (Personal Computer) and original software and use the information system program itself [4, 5, 6]. For companies established by a government or private party such as PT. Transvision Banda Aceh which is engaged in Telecommunication and Media Infrastructure in Indonesia, such as pay television and others, the rate of increase or decrease in sales greatly affects the quality of the company itself. To fulfill the need for fast, precise, and accurate information in data processing, we need a system capable of providing facilities and complete facilities as a service to the users and users of the system itself.

On the other hand, the system currently running at PT. Transvision Banda Aceh, especially in the inventory section, in data processing errors often occur, delays in goods orders due to monitoring of stock items that are still done manually with the number of items available. Even if the goods that consumers are looking for are in empty stock because the delay in the input of the goods' stock can cause sales to decline, the goods that should be able to be sold cannot be sold [7, 8].
2. Background and Analysis

An inventory information system is a system that discusses the inventory section, especially inventory reports, incoming goods reports, goods purchase reports, goods returns reports, and goods delivery reports. System analysis is the initial stage before the design stage, this is done to identify problems and deficiencies of the existing system. The data that is managed on the current system is not systematic, where the data that is owned cannot describe the data uniquely. Seeing the condition of the data processed by the current system, it is necessary to create a data coding system, so that some data of the same type can be recognized as the desired object.

In the process of processing inventory data at PT. Transvision Banda Aceh has used a computerized system using standard applications such as Microsoft Office Excel, but problems also often occur due to repeated data filling in determining data storage per day so that the process seems slow. And the process of making reports sometimes goes wrong and sometimes experiences delays in delivery to the parties concerned. Besides that, it also causes a waste of time and energy. There are still many shortcomings in the data creation process, namely:

a) The time needed is too long, starting from the process of entering the inventory information data from the parts to making the inventory report
b) Arrangement of inventory is sometimes done using the Excel application, which makes it difficult to find files within a certain time
c) Insufficient data security because the storage media used is easily damaged and easily accessible by many people.

The procedures for the ongoing inventory system are as follows:

a) The warehouse department makes a report on the inventory of goods based on the amount of stock remaining Inventory reports are made in two copies, the first copy is given to the owner, while the second copy is filed by the warehouse department.
b) The inventory report is used for raw materials as a letter of request for goods, before being submitted to the supplier, the letter must be signed by the owner.
c) After the supplier sends the goods and the purchase invoice. The warehouse department will make a match first after making the incoming goods report.
d) Reports on incoming goods are made in duplicate, the first copy is submitted to the owner, while the second copy is filed in the warehouse section.
e) The inventory section makes goods returns in 2, the first copy is filed and the second copy is submitted to the supplier along with the goods.
f) The inventory department makes a letter of delivery of goods for counters and counters to provide reports of goods and goods returns to the inventory department.

3. Result Analysis and Discussion

System design is the activity of developing procedures and processes that are currently running to produce a new system or updating existing systems to increase work effectiveness in order to meet the results used with the aim of utilizing available technology and facilities. In this chapter, the author will provide a suggestion which is a computerized information system that is expected to help and simplify the work.
Relationships are relationships between tables that represent relationships between objects in the real world [9, 10]. Relationships are relationships that occur in a table with others that represent relationships between objects in the real world and function to regulate the operation of a database [11, 12, 13]. The Relationship Between the Tables is shown in Figure 2 below.

![Database Relationship Diagram](image)

Fig. 2. Relations Databases

The results of this study produce an employee data collection application as shown in Figure 6 below.
This research produces an inventory application starting from the login form, filling in the user, registering goods, suppliers, customers, goods issuance form, incoming goods form, checking inventory, to reporting inventory as shown in Figure 3. The following is hardware and software required to use the inventory system program, viz:

a. Hardware

Hardware that can support this application requires hardware with specifications:

1. Minimum Pentium 3 CPU with a speed of 633 Mhz
2. 256 MB ram
3. Minimum 1 GigaByte hard disk
4. Monitor
5. Keyboard and Mouse
6. Printer

b. Software
   Software that supports this application includes:
   1. Windows 7,8,10, Linux, Symbian, Android
   2. .NET Framework 4.0 or above
   3. Xampp.

4. Related Work

Previous research conducted by Junaidi, Agus, and Candra Sumirat (2018) developed a Goods Inventory Application for PT. Solusindo CAD Using the Waterfall Method. In the process of recording and calculations performed by PT CAD Solusindo until today still use the Microsoft Excel program, starting from the receipt of goods, goods out and preparing reports addressed to the leader. Designing the system described by UML modeling. The programming language used is PHP and MYSQL database. It is expected that these applications can help the PT. CAD Solusindo to help users further improve supervision of the stocks held in the company so that the quality of reports implies more accurately, quickly, and precisely when required as annual audits [14]. Taufiq Iqbal, Daniel Aprizal, and Muhammad Wali (2017) conducted research and built an inventory application by applying the EOQ (Economic Order Quantity) method as a basis for development. This research method is divided into three stages, namely pre-development data collection, development and implementation, and post-development data collection. The results of this study are an inventory application using the EOQ Probabilistic method which emphasizes the results in a graphical form to make it easier for company owners to make decisions [8, 9]. It can be seen that several other studies have conducted and developed applications and methods related to inventory by promoting better stock management optimization [15, 16, 17].

5. Conclusion

From the results of research and observations that have been made at PT. Transvision Banda Aceh, the following conclusions can be drawn:

a) With the Inventory Information System Program this information system at PT. Transvision Banda Aceh becomes precise, and accurate, especially in the inventory section. And to obtain information about the inventory of these goods becomes easier.

b) This information system is able to solve problems that often occur at PT. Transvision Banda Aceh is difficult in controlling and supervising the inventory of goods and planning the procurement of goods. This procurement information system can avoid excess inventory and overcome the scarcity of goods, which is of course highly expected by business actors.

c) The creation of an information system program in order to obtain quality information.
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